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Introduction

 1

Local public markets have played an important

role in communities for centuries and are a key

public space. Local markets serve the

community in numerous ways, including acting

as a main trading centre where people can earn

a living, creating social spaces in

neighbourhoods for locals to meet and interact

with one another, and linking rural and urban

communities. Until the latter half of the 20th

century, most food was purchased at local

markets, a trend which continues in Niamey,

Niger today. 

 

Local public markets help create healthy  

environments that encourage healthy eating.

As developing countries experience the

nutrition transition, whereby local traditional

foods are being replaced with energy-dense,

highly processed foods, the role of markets

has become increasingly important. In order

to eat healthy diets, people must be able to

easily access healthy foods, including fresh

fruits and vegetables, at affordable prices.

Local markets are the main distributer of

healthy foods in many cities throughout the

world and are particularly important for the

poor. The poor rely on markets in order to buy

smaller quantities, negotiate lower prices and

request credit opportunities (i).
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i)Figiué, M., and Moustier, P. (2009). Market appeal in an emerging economy: Supermarkets and poor consumers in Vietnam.Food
Policy, 34(2), p. 210-217.



Local public markets are important for the

livelihood of traders and small local retail

businesses. Local public markets are

hospitable for small traders, especially when

compared to shopping centres that favour

larger businesses. In addition, as more and

more women enter the paid workforce, the

existence of markets close to home has been

a major benefit as they juggle their daily

responsibilities as workers and primary

carers for families.

In addition to playing a critical role in the

economic life of the city, public markets

contribute to the social cohesion of districts.

They present a lively, vibrant space for social

connections to be fostered between city-

dwellers of all income-brackets, where

neighbours and recent migrants can meet. In

Niamey, Niger, markets fall under the

jurisdiction of several government

ministries: The Ministry of Trade (policy), the

Ministry of Urbanism (physical site) and the

Ministry of Equipment (construction).

However, with the decentralization policies

introduced in the county in July 2004, the

construction and operation of markets has

been assigned to the municipalities. 

At this time Niamey has few markets (formal

and informal). While the city expands with

the creation of new neighbourhoods on the

periphery of the city, there has been little

attention paid to ensuring these new

neighbourhoods have markets. The residents

of these new neighbourhoods largely obtain

 their supplies from informal or spontaneous

markets (street markets) and from

neighbourhood shopkeepers.

Recognizing the importance of local public

markets and the need to protect, preserve,

and enhance the market environment, we

conducted a situational assessment of the

urban markets of Niamey. This assessment

provides us with a greater understanding of

the location and quality of public markets

and the policies that protect (or destroy)

public markets. This document constitutes

the final report of this study.

2
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The Economic and Social Development

Plan (PDES 2017-2021)

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises and

Entrepreneurship Promotion policy in

Niger

3N Initiative (The Nigeriens feeds the

Nigeriens)

The Code of Public Hygiene

The General Code of Territorial

Collectivities

National Policy for social protection

Urban Reference Plan of Niamey (PUR)

Formal markets – these markets have a

physical location that does not change

from day to day. They are open every

day. These markets have a number of

vendors who are the same every day the 

In order to conduct the study, we used both

quantitative and qualitative methods. The

surveys for the project were collected and

stored using a cloud-based data

management service called KoboToolbox

(https://www.kobotoolbox.org/).

Policy Review

In order to understand the policy

environment, we reviewed the following

policies:

Market Availability

Surveyors walked each neighbourhood in the

city and identified the markets and mapped

using KoboToolBox. A list of markets was

generated based on the following guide:

market is open. There are informal

vendors outside the markets. Surveyors

identified two types of formal markets:

covered and uncovered. Although all

covered markets have an uncovered

section, uncovered markets are

completely uncovered.

Informal markets – these markets are not

officially recognized but may have

similar characteristics of a formal

market. They are open every day. The

number of vendors varies from day to

day. The informal markets are all

uncovered. 

Street markets – these markets are

generally open a few hours in the day.

The streets are not closed off from

automobile users. They do not have any

structures as is the case with formal

markets. 

To identify the locations of the market, the

surveyors used the GPS function in

KoboToolbox. For the formal and informal

markets four GPS points were captured; one

for each corner of the market. For street

markets several GPS readings were taken

along the length of the street. In addition,

pictures were taken of each of the identified

markets.  

Market Quality

We assessed the quality of the markets by

conducting a physical audit of the markets.

We conducted quality assessment surveys

with all identified markets. Surveyors walked

each market surveyed and completed the 

3
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physical audit form using KoboToolbox.

1.The sections of the form included:

Overview, Access, Accessibility, Users,

Activities, Comfort, Safety, Products, and

Produce. The form also required

photographs from various corners of the

markets, as well as an observation of certain

activities in the markets. 

User Perceptions 

Surveyors used a KoboToolbox survey to ask

customers about their perception of the

market experience and to identify the things

consumers like and do not like about the

market along with suggestions for

improvement.Interviews were conducted

with a random sample of customers selected

from each of the markets, for a total of 76

interviews, after they were observed buying

items from the stalls. Market officials and

vendors also assisted in inviting customers

for the interviews. Identifying customers

proved difficult because many users,

especially the women, declined to be

interviewed while others claimed they did

not have time. In total we interviewed both

youth (63%) aged 16-24 and adults (37%)

aged 25-60. The majority of customers we

interviewed were women (70%), in keeping

with who is a typical market goer. 

Vendors

In total 81 vendors were interviewed using a

Kobo Toolbox Survey to identify issues such

as products sold, origin of products, how

vendors and goods are transported, income,

and overall satisfaction. A variety of vendors 

were chosen to conduct the interview

including vendors selling fresh fruit, fish,

meat, prepared food, consumables, artisan

products, and flowers.

Market Manager 

We interviewed the 10 market managers of

the formal markets to identify issues

including overall management of the market,

maintenance issues, security issues and

overall safety issues. Seven of the remaining

markets did not have a market manager and

in the time between mapping and the

interviews one market closed.

The analysis of the quality, vendor, market

manager, and user surveys were all

conducted via KoboToolbox using simple

frequencies. For the purposes of our

assessment, we have grouped the results

between formal and informal markets as

there are different policy implications for

these two groups of markets.

For the market mapping, the market

coordinates and details (such as name and

type) were downloaded in .csv format. For

the market mapping, the market coordinates

and details (such as name and type) were

downloaded in .csv format. The geographic

data that were necessary for producing the

market maps were acquired from

OpenStreetMap.org. These were downloaded

as shapefiles—a data format developed by

Esri that allows geospatial data to be

represented graphically using GIS

(Geographic Information System) software—

4
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and included data for the Niger road

network, rivers and bodies of water, and

urban green spaces. All these data, as well as

the market locations, were mapped using

QGIS, and were projected onto the WGS 84

coordinate system (EPSG:4326). Fixed

distance buffers of 800 metres were

generated around each market, which were

set to merge when overlapping. Markets

were divided according to type, allowing

buffer zones to be generated for all the

markets in Niamey, as well as for each

market type individually.

Market location is important because it

determines how accessible markets are to

where people live and work. For the

purposes of this assessment, we used the

categories of local markets grouped as

covered formal, uncovered formal,

uncovered informal, and street markets.

Our survey identified 18 markets in Niamey

with 10 of those markets considered formal

markets (covered formal and uncovered

formal) and eight considered informal

(uncovered informal and street). Most

markets in the city are uncovered (72%) with

only five covered formal markets in the city.   

Street markets are the most common type in

the city (33%) followed by formal covered

and formal uncovered (28% respectively).

However, even for covered formal markets

there is always a portion of the market that

is uncovered. 

Street (6)
33%

Covered Formal (5)
28%

Uncovered Formal (5)
28%

Uncovered informal (2)
11%

5
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Findings
Market Location

Graph 1: Percentage of Types of Markets Surveyed 
 (absolute number in brackets) 

Figure 1: Map of all types of markets in Niamey



When examining the distribution of all of

the markets, we can see that when all of

the market types are combined there is

poor coverage throughout many parts of

the city. 

When we consider the 800 metre walking

radius, which is approximately a 10-minute

walk for the average person, the areas

immediately surrounding the centre have

reasonably good walkable access.

However, there are many parts of the city

where residents would not have walkable

access to a local public market.

When examining the distribution of formal

covered markets it becomes clear that

much of the city is unable to walk to a

formal covered market. 

6

The uncovered formal markets provide

additional coverage in the city.They are

located in areas around the centre of the

city. Interesting there are two areas with

two uncovered markets in close proximity.

However, there are still many parts of the

city unable to access an uncovered formal

market. 
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Figure 2:  Map of formal covered markets in  Niamey with a 400 m
and 800 m walking radius

Figure 3:  Map of formal uncovered markets in Niamey with a 400 m
and 800 m walking radius



 There are only two uncovered informal

markets in the city and these are located in

areas that do not provide too much

additional coverage.

7

Policy Context

FAs part of our assessment, we identified

policies related to local public markets at

the national and local level in order to

understand the strengths and weaknesses

in Nigerien urban policy documents. This

allows us to make recommendations about

where policy can be developed or

improved. In Niger, there are several

specific national policies related to urban

public space that could potentially address

local public markets:

The Economic and Social Development

Plan (PDES 2017-2021) falls under the

jurisdiction the Ministry of Planning. The

PDES is the national reference document

for economic and social development. It

includes measures that promote markets,

including the adoption of the Charter for

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises

(SMEs) and the liberalization of trade, price

freedom and free competition. Although

the policy outlines plans for the

transformation and regular supply of

agricultural and animal products to rural

and urban markets, the policy does not

specify the number of rural and urban

markets that will be transformed.

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises and

Entrepreneurship Promotion policy in

Niger falls under the jurisdiction of the

Ministry of Trade. This policy aims to make 
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Figure 4:  Map of informal uncovered markets in Niamey with a 400
m and 800 m walking radius

 Finally, there are several street markets in

the city, and although most of these

markets provide coverage to areas covered

by the formal markets, there are several

street markets that provide walkable

access to neighbourhoods that would not

otherwise have access to a market,

particularly in the southern and

northwestern parts of the city.

Figure 5:  Map of street markets in Niamey with a 400 m and 800 m
walking radius

Formal Markets



iNiger, in the medium term, an emerging

country built on a dynamic, diversified,

sustainable and harmoniously distributed

economy by relying on internal

potentialities. The policy has enabled the

creation of an SME Charter in Niger and, to

date, more than 1,000 companies have been

created with just over 15,000 jobs. However,

the policy is focused on the processing of

agro-silvo-pastoral products and shop

operators in markets and small vendors are

not recognized as an important part of the

plan. 

3N Initiative (The Nigeriens feeds the

Nigeriens) falls under the jurisdiction of the

Ministry of Agriculture. This policy is focused

on strengthening resilience to food crises

and disasters. The 3N Initiative is a very

large government program that is working to

lay the foundation for food security in Niger.

While the 3N Initiative builds markets, it is

primarily focused on rural markets, and in

particular livestock markets. Food insecurity

is both a rural and urban phenomenon,

which this policy largely ignores.

The Code of Public Hygiene falls under the

jurisdiction of the Ministry of Health. This

ordinance contains a set of strict measures

(13 articles) in connection with the

marketing of foodstuffs. The Code is the

policy that most directly address the health

and safety of local markets. The primary

weakness of the Code of Public Hygiene lies

in the lack of implementation. While the 

code announced the creation of the “health

police”, and there has been some movement

to create health policy, they currently do not

have the means (human, material, and

financial) to fulfill its mission.

National Policy for Social Protection under

the Ministry of Labour. The general objective

of this policy is to mitigate the

vulnerabilities of disadvantaged groups and

to help people cope with the most significant

risks of life. The overall framework for social

protection interventions includes ensuring

markets are functioning, staple foods are

available, and these staple foods can be

bought by consumers at the market.

However, the policy itself does not promote

the creation of markets.

The General Code of Territorial Collectivities

falls under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of

Internal Affairs. This policy outlines the

administrative powers of local authorities,

their skills and their resources. It sets the

legal framework for the management of the

local municipalities. This policy specifies,

through Article 30, that "the construction,

maintenance and management of markets

and bus stations is part of the remit of

decentralized authorities.” Although the

policy instructs municipalities to create,

operate, and manage markets, there appears

to be weak commitment on the part of

municipal actors to promote markets.

8
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these national policies can be used as the

foundation for making improvements to

the local market environment. However, a

weakness in many of the policies is that

they do  not explicitly mention local

markets and when they do, the provisions

in the policy are focused on rural

markets.In addition, weak implementation

is a problem.  However, The General Code

of Territorial Collectivities gives a clear

mandate to the local municipalities to

create, operate and manage local public

markets.

In Niamey the Urban Reference Plan of

Niamey (PUR) constitutes a reference

document for developing the city. It

includes the entire urban area and its

surroundings, which outlines the territory

that must be urbanized or controlled in the

long-term.

9

It considered a period of 10 to 20 years and

serves to set the overall spatial

development strategy. It is primarily a

programming and planning document and

is binding for the administration, which

must integrate its orientations and

obligations in its decisions and actions to

the Plan.  

The PUR outlines plans to rehabilitate the

informal markets and construct new

markets in certain areas of Niamey.

However, this work was not completed and

ultimately the PUR was not approved,

which is a challenge in terms of providing a

vison for the development of the city.

Because of its lack of approval, it has not

been translated into an operational

planning document, which would allow the

elements developed in the PUR to be

broken down into specific activities and 
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tasks. Since 2012, the government has

adopted a new programme called "Niamey

Nyala", which means “Niamey Nice”. This

document puts little emphasis on the issue

of markets and only outlines plans to

rehabilitate the area around the Grand

Marché.

Overview

We conducted a quality assessment on

each of the 10 formal markets, which

includes: Marché Aéroport, Marché Yantala,

Grand Marché, Marché Wadata, Nouveau

Marché, Bonkaneye Marché, Boukoki

Marché, Marché Harobanda, Katako

Marché, and Dar es Salaam Marché. In

addition, we conducted 57 vendor surveys

within these markets, 10 market manager

surveys, and 55 customer surveys in order

to get a complete picture of the current

environment in the markets.

1 1

Interviews with market managers

confirmed that all 10 of the formal markets

are government owned with eight being

owned by the municipality and the other

two owned by the central government.  Of

the 10 formal markets, Marché Aéroport,

Boukoki Marché, and Marché Harobanda

would be considered neighbourhood

markets that typically serve the

surrounding neighbourhoods. The

remaining seven markets are all

considered city-wide markets that would

serve the not just the neighbourhoods

where they reside but the entire city. 

Interviews with market managers indicated

the formal markets in the city are large

markets. The smallest of the markets is

Marché Aéroport with 465 vendors and the

largest is the Grand Marché with 5670

vendors. The average number of vendors

was approximately 2400 vendors. Market 
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managers confirmed there are permanent

stalls at all 10 of the formal markets and in

all of the markets the stalls are rented on a

permanent basis by the vendors. Nine of the

10 market managers indicated the stalls are

typically rented on a monthly basis with one

market manager indicating stalls are rented

yearly.   

The markets are lively places and surveyors

observed a wide variety of people including

men, women, the elderly, children, and

people living with disabilities. Interestingly,

children between the ages of 0 and 13 were

present in six of the 10 formal markets and in

all six of these markets there would be more

than 50 children present in the market. When

asked, 21% of the vendors indicated they

bring children to the market with them for at

least part of the work day. Of those vendors

that bring children. and 75% of them bring

children between 11 and 14 years of age to

the market, 17% bring a child between 5 and

10 years of age, and 17% bring a child

between 1 and 4 years of age. Lastly, 92% of

the vendors indicated there was nowhere for

these children to play in the market. This

was confirmed by the market managers who

also indicated that the only activity that

occurs in the market is vending and selling. 

Of the 10 formal markets, six are covered,

although for each of these they are only

partially covered with an uncovered section.

The remaining four are not covered at all,

although they are still formal markets. For 

those markets that are covered they use a

mix of construction materials including

bricks, steel, timber, and concrete. All of the

markets except the Marché Aéroport have

informal trading that occurs outside of the

market boundaries. The markets typically

have adjoining commercial shops and malls,

low density residential buildings, office

buildings, and educational institutions.

Small scale industries such as workshops,

fuel stations, high-density residential houses

and health and related industries were less

common uses surrounding markets.

Access

All (100%) of the formal markets have

specific opening hours. All but one of the

formal markets has opening hours between

800h and 1800h with the one remaining

market open until 1900h.  However, whole

sale trading begins into the early morning.

The average number of entrances at the

formal markets is 7 entrances and two of

markets have entrances considered in good

condition in that they are easy to find, they

are open and inviting, and clean. Seven of

the markets have entrances in moderate

condition where these is evidence of damage

and lack of maintenance. One of the markets

has entrances in poor condition in that they

are not clearly defined and poorly

maintained. 

1 2
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Cycle ways to markets

None of the markets can be accessed by

paved cycle ways. All formal markets have

paved and/or asphalted access roads and

these lanes are used by a mix of vehicles

including cars, motorcycles, and bicycles.

Unsurprising, none of the markets

surveyed have any bicycle parking.

Sidewalks to and inside the markets

Almost all of the formal markets (9 out of

10) can be accessed by paved sidewalks

but of these markets only five out of the

nine have access sidewalks that are

sufficient to accommodate the number of

people wanting to use them. The

conditions of the paved sidewalks for

pedestrians can be described as moderate

at seven of the nine markets where the

sidewalks have some damage but this does

not interrupt flow of pedestrians.  The

remaining two markets have sidewalks that  

1 3

would be considered in poor condition

where there is lots of damage to

existing paths that interrupts the flow

of pedestrians.All nine markets have

sidewalks that have some obstructions

in their access sidewalks such as

vendors, cars, and utility poles that

interfere with walking but pedestrians

are still able to use the space. None (0) 
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Poor
20%

No sidewalks
10%

Moderate
70%

Graph 2:  Conditions of Paved Sidewalks for Pedestrians



of the formal markets have paved

walkways within the markets, which means

there are no facilities for people living with

disabilities. All nine markets have

sidewalks that have some obstructions in

their access sidewalks such as vendors,

cars, and utility poles that interfere with

walking but pedestrians are still able to

use the space.  None (0) of the formal

markets have paved walkways within the

markets, which means there are no

facilities for people living with disabilities.

Bus stops

All (10) of the formal markets have bus

stops near to the market meaning that

people wanting to access the markets have

the option of using transit. However, the

frequency with which buses arrive at the

stops suggest that taking transit to the

markets would prove to be challenging. For

six of the markets, it appears that there is 

 

1 4

no scheduled arrival or departure times;

the buses appear to arrive randomly.For

three of the markets there does appear to

be a schedule but that buses arrive more

than every 60 minutes.The one remaining

market has buses that arrive more than 30

minutes but less than 60 minutes. The

conditions of nine out of 10 bus stops are

moderate, which means there are

designated places for people to wait but

with some damage.  
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Graph 3: Schedule of transit to and from the markets

No schedule (random)
60%

Every 60 minutes
30%

Every 30-60 minutes
10%



Delivery of goods to markets

Half (5 out 10) of the markets surveyed

have clearly defined areas for the delivery

of goods but for four of those five markets

there is not sufficient space and delivery

vehicles have to wait or use other areas of

the markets to offload.  Six out of the 10

markets have deliveries made in the early

morning (before 8am) with the remaining

four markets having deliveries throughout

the day. For all of the markets, delivery

vehicles have to wait in surrounding

streets before being able to enter the

market delivery area but traffic still flows

in surrounding streets. Delivery providers

use a variety of transportation to deliver

goods to the market including motorbikes,

taxi, private car, lorry/truck, and bicycles

being the most prevalent. Delivering goods

by bus or by walking is less common but

still prevalent in some of the markets.

1 5

When vendors were asked how far they

travel with their products to get to the

market, by far the most common response

(86%) was that they travelled between 1000

m and 9999 m with their products. An

additional 9% of vendors indicated they

travelled between 10 km and 20 km, 4%

indicated they travelled more than 50km

and 2% travelled between 500 m and 999

m.
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Parking spaces

Six of the 10 formal markets have parking for

deliveries, vendors, and customers.

Nevertheless, all 10 of the markets have

what is considered an insufficient level of

parking, especially for customers. Only one

of the markets have parking spaces rated as

good, which means they are maintained and

easily accessible for different sized vehicles;

four markets have moderately rated parking

spaces with damage and difficult access for

some sized vehicles. Five have poor parking

spaces which are damaged and difficult to

access.

Vendor Travel to the Markets

When asked what were the ways they

travelled to the market when they were

transporting goods, vendors indicated they

travelled a variety of ways including by: taxi

(81%); moto (70%); truck (37%); private car

(32%); bus (9%); and bicycle (7%). No one

indicated that they walked to the market

when transporting goods. When asked what

was the most common way they transported 

goods to the market, vendors responded taxi

(49%), truck (23%), personal car (16%), and

moto (12%).

Vendors were also asked how they travel to

the market when they are not transporting

goods and again they indicated a variety of

ways including by: moto (46%); taxi (46%);

personal car (30%); walking (23%); bus (7%);

and bicycle (2%). Finally, when asked what

was the most common way they travelled to

the market when not transporting goods,

vendors indicated by moto (33%); personal

car (28%); walking (18%); taxi (18%) and bus

(4%).No one indicated that cycling or transit

was their most common transportation

method when not transporting goods.

Customer Travel to the Markets

Customers were asked how far they needed

to travel to their nearest market and for

those people visiting the formal markets

they indicated they needed to travel less 

1 6
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Graph 5: Transportation type when travelling with goods by
percentage of vendors
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than 100 m (60%), 101 m to 400 m (29%),

401 m to 800 m (2%), and more than 1200

m (9%). When asked if the market where

they were interviewed was their closest

market, 78% of customers indicated it was

the closest market and (22%) said it was

not the closest market. For those that

indicated the market where we were

interviewing them was not their closest

market, we asked if they visited the market

that was closest to them and 75% of those

told us they did visit their closest market.

Customers were asked how they typically

visit the market and 56% indicated that

they walked to the market. An additional

25% indicated they take a moto, 13% said a

taxi, and 5% said bicycle. No customers

visiting the formal markets travelled by

personal car to the market on a typical

visit.
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Accessibility
Eight of the 10 formal markets could be

accessed by people living with disabilities

but of those eight, people living with

disabilities have easy access at only one

market. Six of the markets provide only

moderate access for people living with

disabilities. People living with disabilities  
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in the remaining two markets considered

accessible to people living with disabilities

would have difficulty accessing the market.

In terms of facilities, six of the markets have

sidewalks wide enough for a mobility device

such as a wheelchair to be comfortable on

the sidewalk. However, inside the markets,

surveyors felt that people living with

disabilities would have difficulty navigating

in seven of the 10 markets.  But even in the

three markets where people living with

disabilities could navigate, because the isle

ways are large enough to accommodate a

mobility device, the level of navigation is

only moderate in that they would need to

ask for assistance in some places.

Comfort

In addition to how easy it is for people to

access a market, comfort is one of the other

factors that determine shoppers’ choice of

markets to visit. The formal markets scored

well on issues of smells and loud noises with

only one of the 10 markets having a bad

smell and no markets having loud noises.

None of the formal markets have seating

facilities where shoppers can sit, rest and

wait.  Nine out of 10 markets have public

toilets but these toilets are not sufficient at

three of the markets. The conditions are

moderate at all nine markets with some

evidence of damage. All nine of the markets

with toilets charge people that use the

public toilets. The fees range from 25 to 50

CFA.

Eight of the 10 markets have signage but this

signage is insufficient at all of the markets.

At five of the markets the signage is in poor

condition where the signs are broken or

damaged. At the remaining five markets the

signage is in moderate condition where the

signs are relatively well maintained but

there is some evidence of damage. 

We observed that eight of the 10 markets

have water taps. However, when we asked

market managers nine out of the 10

indicated that the market had a water

connection. At the markets we observed with

water taps,  seven of the taps are sufficient

for the needs of the market. However, only

one market has taps in good condition with

the remaining seven taps being in only

moderate condition with some evidence of

damage.   Market managers at all nine of the

markets with water indicated that the

vendors are responsible for paying for the

water through their vendor fees.

All 10 of the markets are connected to

electricity and at nine of the 10 markets the

market manager confirmed that vendors

were responsible for paying for electricity

through their vendor fees. At the remaining

market vendors pay for electricity directly to

the provider.

Garbage

Market managers were asked if there was a

waste disposal system for the whole market 
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and nine out of the 10 markets indicated

there was such a system. Of those markets

with a system, waste was collected once

per day in eight of the markets and once a

week at the remaining market.The

municipality was responsible for collecting

the market’s waste at seven of the 10

markets. For the remaining three markets,

a private company was responsible for

collecting the markets’ waste. Vendors are

responsible for paying for garbage

collection through their market fees at

eight of the 10 markets. At one market, the

vendors pay for collection directly, and at

one market the municipality is responsible

for paying for the cost of waste collection.

When asked if the level of waste collection

was sufficient, seven of the nine market

managers indicated it was not. The

observation portion of the study confirms

this opinion of the market managers.

Garbage disposal appeared to be a

problem at five of the 10 markets during

the time of our observation.  At five of the

markets, garbage is disposed or dumped in

and around the market space instead of

garbage bins where provided. The level of

garbage disposal can be described as

sufficient at only two of the formal

markets. Sufficient here suggests a

situation where designated garbage

collection points are free of garbage

surrounding the bins or just a small

amount can be seen. 
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Six of the 10 formal markets lack garbage

bins but even those that have them (4 out

of 10) they are insufficient for the amount

of garbage produced at the market. The

condition of the bins at the 4 markets was

moderate where they were well maintained

but with evidence of damage.

Within the individual stalls, all 10 market

managers indicated there was a waste

disposal system for each stall and the

collection period was twice a day at six of

the markets and once a day at four of the

markets. 

Safety

None of the 10 formal markets have

noticeable anti-social behaviour, which are

activities that are not wholly accepted by

society, and in normal circumstances

would not be expected in a market such as

smoking, alcohol consumption, gambling,

obscene language and residing in the

markets. When market managers were

asked about vandalism, all 10 managers

indicated that there were no incidences of

vandalism in the markets.  

In terms of safety, six of the 10 markets

were observed to be somewhat unsafe

because, although it is considered safe

enough, people must still be careful. At the

remaining four markets people feel very

safe and comfortable. Only one of the

formal markets is open in the evening and

at that market it is generally considered 
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somewhat unsafe. When market managers

were asked if they had heard of incidents of

criminal acts or robberies, six of the 10

market managers said they were unaware of

any incidents whereas four of the 10 market

managers indicated they were aware of such

incidents.

All of the formal markets have lighting inside

the market but this lighting is not sufficient

at four of the markets. For all of the markets

the lighting is in moderate condition where

some, but not all, lights are broken.  At eight

of the markets there is also lighting outside

the market but it is considered sufficient at

only four of these markets. For all of the

markets with outdoor lighting, the lights are

in moderate condition where some, but not

all, lights are broken. Nine of the 10 formal

markets have drainage ditches in and around

them but these are sufficient at only six of

the markets that have them. All nine of the

markets have drainage in moderate

condition with some but not all drains

broken.

Seven of the 10 formal markets have

sufficient fire/emergency exits in the market

in accordance with local building

codes.However, three of the 10 markets have

no fire emergency facilities. Of the seven

markets that do have fire emergency

facilities only one market has a well

maintained and well distributed emergency

plan. Eight of the 10 markets do not have

sufficient fire extinguishers.  A fire truck can 

gain access into only five of the markets, it

would take between 11 and 15minutes for

the local fire response team to get to four of

the 10 market and between 6 and 10 minutes

to four markets. It would take less than five

minutes for a fire response team to arrive at

only two of the markets.  No security

personnel were visible at three of the

markets. Police were visible at six of the

markets and security guards were visible at

one market. 

Market managers were asked if the

construction of the markets complied with

local building codes and six of the 10 market

managers said their market did not comply.

In addition, six of the 10 markets do not have

a certificate of occupancy. 

Products

All (100%) of the markets sell produce but

the markets have a wide array of other

products they sell as well.Prepared food and

consumer goods such as clothes, household

products, meat/poultry, and used goods

were also sold at all markets.Most markets

also sold fish.Processed food and flowers

were less common and sold at only three of

the markets. 

All of the markets sell some degree of local

products compared to imported products.

Seven of the 10 formal markets sell between

41% and 60% local goods.  The remaining

three markets sell between 21% and 40% l
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local goods. Fresh produce, fish, and artisan

products were the most common locally

produced goods sold followed by

meat/poultry and prepared foods.Used

products and consumer goods such as

clothes, household goods and books, were

less commonly produced locally.

Vendors were asked where they purchased

their products.They purchased their

products from a variety of places including

directly from the producer (89%), from a

neighbouring village (67%), from other

markets (54%), and from a reseller

(25%).Two of the vendors also mentioned

that they purchase their goods from

neighbouring countries. When asked where

most of their products come from, vendors

indicated from the surrounding villages

(66%), from the city (16%), another country

(14%) and rural areas of the country (4%).

 

Nine of out of the 10 formal markets sell

fresh fruit and the most common types of

fruit at the time of the survey included

bananas, oranges, watermelon, and

pineapple.  Prices at the markets for fruit are

relatively consistent with little variation. For

example, the price of oranges ranged from

400 CFA per kilogram to 500 CFA per

kilogram.All of the fruit sold were considered

to be of good quality, meaning the fruit was

in peak condition and was firm, fresh and

clean. Much of the fruit was imported from

neighbouring countries such as Burkina

Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Togo, and Benin. Only

watermelons and oranges appeared to be

produced locally and even then, most of the

markets were selling imported products.

All 10 of the markets sell fresh vegetables

and the most common types at the time of

the survey included onions, tomatoes,

cabbages, greens, and beans. There seemed

to be more variability in price for vegetables

at the market. For example, the cost of

tomatoes varied from 700 CFA per kilogram

to 1500 CFA per kilogram. Almost all of the

vegetables sold were considered to be of

good quality. However, one market sold

beans and tomatoes that were considered

only of average quality, meaning they were a

few days old and not as fresh. Unlike fruit,

vegetables were much more likely to be

locally produced with only one market

selling greens from Nigeria and all markets

selling both locally grown and imported

tomatoes.
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Customers were asked what products they

normally buy in the market and they said

fresh food (84%), fish (58%), poultry and

meat (47%), consumer products (33%),

used products (20%), artisan products

(15%), and processed foods (9%). None of

the customers we spoke to told us they

purchased live animals, antiques and

prepared food.
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Market Management

Interviews with market managers

confirmed that nine out of the ten formal

markets are managed by the government

with the remaining market being managed

by a vendors’ association.Of the markets

managed by the government, it is the

municipality that manages the market in

eight of these nine markets with the

remaining market being managed by the

central government.In seven of the 10

markets a public market management plan

exists and all of these plans contain

specific operational requirements that

sellers must follow. 

Out of the 10 markets, nine have

management committees that oversee the

operations of the market.All of these

management committees have a mix of

government representatives and vendor 
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representatives. However, only four of the

nine market managers indicated that the

committees had sufficient capacity to

implement the management plan. Eight of

the 10 market managers indicated that the

market has a maintenance plan. But once

again, the majority (6 out of 8) of the market

managers indicated that there is insufficient

capacity to implement the maintenance

plan.

When market managers were asked about

who was responsible for maintaining the

individual stalls, nine out of 10 indicated

that the management committee is

responsible and the remaining market

indicated the vendors are responsible. This

is also the case for the maintenance of the

area outside of the market with nine out of

10 market managers indicating the

management committee is

responsible.However, in one case the market

manager indicated that it is the municipality

that is responsible for the area outside of the

market.

Eight of the 10 market managers indicated

that their market was part of a larger

municipal management plan that included

other markets in the city. The remaining two

markets, Marché Aéroport and Boukoki

Marché, do not fall within the city’s

management plan.When asked if the city has

the capacity to implement the municipal

management plan, four of the managers

indicated they did and four indicated the city 

did not have the capacity. All ten of the

market managers indicated that there is a

national level management plan for markets

in cities. Once again, opinions were split

when asked if the national government had

the capacity to implement the plans. Five of

the 10 market managers indicated the

national government did not have the

capacity, four suggested they did have the

capacity and one market manager said this

was not applicable.

When asked about the number of

maintenance staff, the answers ranged from

a low of zero maintenance staff to a high of

70 maintenance staff. The average number of

maintenance staff was 30 and these levels

appeared to be related to the size of the

market. When asked how many security staff

worked in the market, again there was a

wide difference with there being no security

staff in two of the markets and a high of 30

security staff in another market. The average

number of security staff is 14. Management

staff ranged from a low of 0 to a high of 15

with the average number of management

staff being 10.

Market Customers

Vendors were asked how often they visited

the market and 55% said they visit many

times a week, 16% said they visit many times

a month, 16% visit once a week, and 13%

visit every day. Customers were asked why

they visit the market where we interviewed 
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them. Customers at the formal markets told

us they visited that market because: vendors

sell the products they were looking for

(98%), the security of the market (69%), the

products are good quality (62%), they can

find local products (47%), they have a good

relationship with the vendors (38%), the

diversity of products (31%), they can find

their friends in the market (24%), the prices

are good (18%), the market was hygienic

(13%), and its proximity to home (5%).

Market managers were asked if the markets

could be considered a tourist destination.

Six of the market managers said that the

market was not a tourist destination

whereas the remaining four indicated that

the market was a tourist attraction.

Market vendors were asked if had clients

who consistently visited their stalls and 86%

of the vendors in the formal markets

indicated they did with the remaining 14%

indicating they did not. When asked who was

a typical client, vendors indicated people

who pass by the stall (98%), regular

customers (84%) and tourists (44%).

Vendor Finances

When asked if they paid for their stall, 93% of

the vendors in the formal markets indicated

they did pay. The remaining 7% indicated

that this was not applicable to them and this

is because those vendors would be in the

informal section of the market. However,

when we asked the market managers, all 10

indicated that vendors pay for their stalls

and for four of the 10 markets these fees are

formalized in a contract. In nine of the 10

markets these fees are set by the

management committee and in the

remaining market the fee is set by the

municipality. For all 10 markets these fees

are updated annually.   The cost of the stalls

varied by vendor with the lowest price paid

being 20,000 CFA and the highest price being

80,000 CFA. However, the most common

amounts paid by vendors were between

20,000 CFA and 30,000 CFA. Market managers

indicated that at two of the 10 markets

vendors also pay taxes on top of rental fees.

At the remaining eight markets they do not

pay additional taxes.
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Vendors were asked where they got the

initial capital to start their business. All

vendors (100%) indicated they started their

businesses using their own savings. In

addition, vendors got funding from family

members (42%), from a formal lender (14%),

from an informal lender (2%) and from an

NGO or charity (2%).

 

There was a wide range of amounts that

vendors in formal markets spend (on

average) on their stock daily with a low of

3000 CFA to a high of 200,000 CFA. However,

the average across all the vendors asked was

approximately 28,000 CFA. When asked the

estimated average sales per day the vendors

indicated between 5000-10,000 CFA (32%),

between 10,000-20,000 CFA (25%), more than

50,000 CFA (21%), between 20,000-50,000

CFA (12%) and less than 5000 CFA (10%).

When asked about the sources of income in

their household, the vendors indicated their

source of income came from formal markets

(89%), informal markets (35%), street

markets (35%), and from reselling (2%).  For

84% of the vendors, selling in the formal

markets was their household’s primary

source of income.

Vendors were also asked if their income

covered their daily needs. Only 9% of the

vendors indicated that their income was

insufficient to meet their daily needs. For the

remaining 91% of vendors, they indicated

that their income helped them pay for things 

such as rent (58%), food (77%), clothing

(88%), healthcare (68%), transportation

(89%) and education (47%).

Vendor Services

Market managers were asked what

additional services were available in the

markets to support vendors and these

services included showers in all 10 markets,

free parking in nine out of the 10 markets, a

stock room in eight markets, and security in

six of the markets. When asked what services

were available in the area surrounding the

market for vendors, market managers

indicated places for prayer (such as

mosques) were in the areas adjacent to all 10

of the markets. In addition, healthcare

services, such as hospitals, were available in

areas surrounding three of the markets.

Overall, vendors seem to be happy with their

work with 60% indicating they are happy and

26% saying they were very happy with their

work. No one indicated they were unhappy

with their work and 14% indicated they were

neither happy nor unhappy with the work.

Desired Market Improvements

Vendors were asked if there were any

improvements they would like to see that

would better support their work. Vendors

indicated improvements such as better

garbage collection (84%), a cleaner

environment (77%), improved stalls (63%),
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more toilets (22%), longer opening hours

(21%), better (or more) lights (7%), and

different opening hours (4%).  When asked

if there were any improvements to their

stall that would help them sell better,

vendors made two suggestions: better trash

collection (72%), and moving their goods

off the floor (54%).  

Market managers were also asked if there

were any improvements they would like to

see. They had many suggestions including

improved stalls (100%), better waste

disposal (90%), more or better toilets

(80%), cleaner overall environment (80%),

better or more lights (50%), better goods

delivery system (50%), longer operating

hours (50%), and different operating hours

(10%). All 10 market managers felt that the

government should be responsible for

these improvements.
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Customers were asked if there was

anything that would encourage them to

visit the market more often. Customers

gave ideas such as selling more products

that they like (100%), affordable prices

(100%), improving the market cleanliness

(60%), making the market safer (15%), free

access to toilets (13%) and a wider range of

products (2%). 
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Policy Context

As part of our assessment, we identified

policies related to local public markets at

the national and local level in order to

understand the strengths and weaknesses in

Nigerien urban policy documents. This

would allow us to make recommendations

about where policy can be developed or

improved. As outlined in the section that

addressed the formal markets, there are

several national and local policies that

address formal markets.However, this is not

the case for informal markets. Informal

markets are not illegal in Niger and

theoretically they would fall under the

purview of national and local policy. For

example, The Code of Public Hygiene under

the Ministry of Health, which addresses the

health and safety of local markets, should

govern informal markets as well. However, in

practice, informal markets are largely

ignored as they are not government run and

therefore informal markets exist in a policy

vacuum with no sufficiently standard policy

to govern them.

Although the Urban Reference Plan of

Niamey (PUR) outlined plans to rehabilitate

the informal markets, this work was not

completed and ultimately the PUR was not

approved. With the adoption of Niamey

Nyala, even less emphasis has been placed

on the issue of markets with only the area

around the Grand Marché being scheduled to 

be rehabilitated. In the absence of any

formal policy, the informal markets are

essentially left to govern themselves. This

makes the informal markets more vulnerable

to being closed, a point that is illustrated by

the closure of Marché Karam Karam, which

was closed by the government, between the

time of the mapping survey to the time we

conducted the quality assessment.paid by

market owners.

Overview

We conducted a quality assessment on each

of the seven informal markets, which

included: Mallam Koira, Marché Route

Saguia, Route Saguia (also known as Sabara

Boundou), Devanture autogare de Say,

Marché Koiratégui, Route Tillabéri, and

Devanture ECOGAR. In addition, we

conducted 24 vendor surveys within these

markets, and 24 customer surveys in order to

get a complete picture of the current

environment in the markets. Because the

markets are informal, there are no managers

with which to conduct an interview.

None of the seven informal markets are

“owned” by the municipality or a

government entity. However, each are

operating on public lands.  Of the seven

informal markets, only Mallam Koira acts as

a city-wide market that serve the not just the

neighbourhood where it resides but the

entire city. The remaining six markets act as

neighbourhood markets that typically serve

only the surrounding neighbourhoods. These 
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markets are a mix of different types

including street markets (5), Temporary

Market same location every day (1), and

Temporary Market same location and same

period every day (1). 

 

The informal markets in the city are smaller

than the formal markets but still of

considerable size.The smallest market

(Devanture autogare de Say) has

approximately 80 vendors while the largest

informal markets (Devanture ECOGAR and

Marché Koiratégui) have approximately 180

vendors.  The average number of vendors

was approximately 140 vendors. Despite lack

of overall management, there are still

permanent stalls at the informal markets

and they are used on a permanent basis by

the vendors. 

The markets are lively places and surveyors

observed a wide variety of people, including

youth, women and the elderly in attendance.

However, unlike the formal markets, there

were no children and no people living with

disabilities present at the time the surveyors

visited the market. When asked, 25% of the

vendors indicated that they bring children to

the market with them for at least part of the

work day with 83% of those vendors

indicating they being children between 11

and 14 years of age to the market, 17% bring

a child between 5 and 10 years of age.Lastly,

100% of the vendors indicated there was

nowhere for these children to play in the

market. 

Of the seven informal markets, all are

uncovered.However, there are still

structures, such as stalls and these

structures use a mix of construction

materials including plastic and bricks. The

markets typically have adjoining commercial

shops and malls, low density residential

buildings, and educational institutions. Fuel

stations, places of worship, and government

offices were also visible in the surrounding

areas.

Access

Of the seven informal markets, four of the

markets have unrestricted access, which

means they are accessible to all at all times.

The remaining three markets have controlled

opening and closing times. The average

number of entrances at the informal markets

is 4 entrances, but individual markets could

have as few as two entrances or as many as

six. Six of markets have entrances in

moderate condition where there is evidence

of damage and lack of maintenance. The

remaining informal market has entrances in

poor condition in that they are not clearly

defined and poorly maintained. 

Cycle ways to markets

None of the informal markets can be

accessed by paved cycle ways and only one

informal market has sufficiently paved

and/or asphalted access roads that could be

used by bicycles alongside other vehicles.

Unsurprising, none of the informal markets

surveyed have any bicycle parking.
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Sidewalks to and inside the markets

Only two of the seven markets can be

accessed by paved sidewalks and of these

two, the sidewalks are sufficient to

accommodate the number of people

wanting to use them. The conditions of the

paved sidewalks for the pedestrians at

these two markets can be described as

moderate where the sidewalks have some

damage but this does not interrupt flow of

pedestrians. Although both of these

markets have some obstructions in their

access sidewalks such as vendors, cars, and

utility poles that interfere with the walking,

pedestrians are still able to use the space. 

 None (0) of the informal markets have

paved walkways within the markets, which

means there are no facilities for people

living with disabilities inside the markets. 

Bus stops

Only two informal markets have bus stops

near to the market with the remaining five 
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markets not having a transit stop nearby.

Although one might expect that a bus stop

is unnecessary for a neighbourhood level

market, where most of the customers

would be able to walk from the

surrounding neighbourhoods, Mallam Koira

is a city-level market but does not have a

bus stop.The frequency with which buses

arrive at the stops suggest that even if

customers wanted to take transit to the

market, it would prove challenging. For

both of the markets with bus stops it

appears that there is no scheduled arrival

or departure; the buses appear to arrive

randomly. The conditions at one of the

markets with a bus stop is moderate, which

means there are designated places for

people to wait but with some damage. At

the other market the bus stop is in poor

condition with no designated place for

people to wait and/or the area is severely

damaged.

Public Spaces for All



Delivery of goods to markets

None of the informal markets surveyed

have clearly defined areas for the delivery.

In general vendors bring their goods with

them each morning. Providers use a variety

of transportation methods to deliver goods

to the market. Bicycles and motorbikes

were the most common ways with all seven

markets having goods delivered by these

methods. The next most common include

walking (5 markets), taxi (4 markets), lorry

(3 markets), private car (3 markets). The

least common method was bus with only

one (1) market reporting this method being

used. However, the lack of designated area

for deliveries does create problems on

surrounding streets.

When vendors were asked how far they

travel with their products to get to the

market, by far the most common response

(75%) was that they travelled between 1000

m and 9999 m with their products. The 
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remaining 25% of vendors travelled

between 501 m and 999 m.

Parking spaces

Due to the informal nature of the markets,

no specific parking for different vehicles

was noted by the surveyors for the informal

markets. Parking that maybe existed was

primarily for facilities surrounding the

markets (such as commercial centres and

offices). This parking was considered in

poor condition, with damage and lack of

accessibility, for six out of the seven

markets and in moderate condition for one

of the markets.

Vendor Travel to the Markets

When asked what were the ways they

travelled to the market when they were

transporting goods, vendors indicated they

travelled a variety of ways including by:

taxi (75%); moto (75%); walking (38%),

bicycle (21%), and rickshaw (4%). Less 
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common methods included truck (8%) and

private car (8%) while no one indicated that

they travelled by bus (0%) to the market

when transporting goods. When asked what

was the most common way they

transported goods to the market, vendors

responded taxi (50%), moto (21%) walking

(21%), and bicycle (4%). No one said truck

(0%) or personal car (0%) were their most

common way to transport goods.

Vendors were also asked how they travel to

the market when they are not transporting

goods and, again, they indicated a variety

of ways including by: walking (50%); moto

(50%); taxi (42%); and bicycle (17%). No

one indicated they travelled by personal

car (0%); bus (0%); or truck (0%). Finally,

when asked what was the most common

way they travelled to the market when not

transporting goods, vendors indicated by

walking (46%); moto (37%); bicycle (12%); 
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and taxi (4%). No one indicated they used a

personal car (0%); or bus (0%).

Customer Travel to the Markets

Customers were asked how far they needed

to travel to their nearest market and for

those people visiting the informal markets

they indicated they needed to travel less

than 100 m (73%), 101 m to 400 m (26%),

and more than 1200 m (4%). When asked if

the market where they were interviewed

was their closest market, 92% of customers

indicated it was the closest market and

(8%) said it was not the closest market. For

those that indicated the market where we

were interviewing them was not their

closest market, we asked if they visited the

market that was closest to them and 100%

of those told us they did visit their closest

market.
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Graph 14: Most common way to deliver goods by
percentage of vendors
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Graph 15 :Most common way to travel to market not
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Customers were asked how they typically

visit the market and 61% indicated that

they walked to the market. An additional

16% indicated they take a moto, and 12%

said bicycle, and 8% travelled by personal

car to the market on a typical visit. No

customers to the informal markets

indicated they took a bus or taxi to the

market.

Accessibility

Only one of the informal markets could be

accessed by people living with disabilities

and even at this market, access for people

living with disabilities is only moderate,

meaning that assistance would

occasionally be required. People living with

disabilities in the remaining six markets

would have difficulty accessing the market. 

At the one informal market with some

accessibility, the facilities available are

sidewalks wide enough for a mobility 
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device such as a wheelchair to be

comfortable. However, inside the markets,

surveyors felt that people living with

disabilities would have difficulty navigating

in five of the 10 markets. Inside the two

markets where surveyors determined

people living with disabilities could

navigate, that accessibility was because

the isle ways are large enough to

accommodate a mobility device.However,

even with such facilities, the level of

navigation is only moderate at one of the

markets in that they would need to ask for

assistance in some places, and poor at the

other market in that a person with

disability would require assistance

throughout the market.

Comfort

In addition to how easy it is for customers

to access a market, comfort is one of the

other key factors that determine shoppers’

choice of markets to visit. The informal

markets scored well on issues of smells and

loud noises with none (0) of the markets

having a bad smell or loud noises. None of

the informal markets have seating facilities

where shoppers can sit, rest and wait.  Only

one of the informal markets had a public

toilet and this toilet was considered

sufficient for the need. The condition of the

toilets at this one market is considered

moderate with some evidence of damage. 

 People are charged to use the toilets and

the fees to use the toilets range from 25 to

50 CFA. Unsurprisingly there is no signage 
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in the informal markets and none of the

informal markets had access to water taps

or formal electrical connections. A few

stalls have an electrical connection to

nearby store, but this is rare. 

Garbage

Vendors are responsible for garbage, which

is done at an individual vendor level (i.e. no

centralized garbage collection). Garbage

disposal appeared to be a problem at all

seven markets during the time of our

observation.  At three of the markets,

garbage is disposed or dumped in and

around the market space instead of

garbage bins. The level of garbage disposal

was considered by the surveyors as

insufficient at all of the informal markets,

which can be, at least partially, contributed

to the fact that none of the informal

markets had garbage bins.
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Safety

None of the seven informal markets have

noticeable anti-social behaviour, which are

activities that are not wholly accepted by

society, and in normal circumstances

would not be expected in a market such as

smoking, alcohol consumption, gambling,

obscene language, and residing in the

markets). 

In terms of safety, two of the seven

markets were considered somewhat unsafe

by surveyors because, although it is

considered safe enough, people must still

to be careful. At the remaining five markets

people feel very safe and comfortable. Only

one of the informal markets is open in the

evening and at that market it is generally

considered somewhat unsafe (people feel

safe enough but still need to be careful). 
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Only two of the informal markets have

lighting inside the market but this lighting

is not sufficient at one of the markets. At

one of the markets the lighting is in

moderate condition where some, but not

all, lights are broken and at the other

market the lighting is poor because the

lights are broken. Only one of the informal

markets has lighting outside the market

and this lighting is considered sufficient

and in moderate condition where some, but

not all, lights are broken. None of the

informal markets have drainage ditches in

and around them.

None of the informal markets have

sufficient fire/emergency exits in

accordance with local building codes and

none have sufficient fire extinguishers.

However, due to their location, often along

roads or in open air, a fire truck can gain

access to all seven of the markets.

Unfortunately, even with easier access, it

would take between 11 and 15minutes for

the local fire response team to get to four

of the seven markets and between 6 and 10

minutes to two markets. It would take less

than five minutes for a fire response team

to arrive at only one of the markets. No

security personnel were visible at any of

the markets. 

Although there were no market managers

at any of the markets, our surveyors

indicated that it was clear the informal

markets do not comply with local building

codes and would not have a certificate of

occupancy. 
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Products

Six out of the seven informal markets sell

produce, five markets sell prepared food

and consumer goods such as clothes, four

sold fish, two sold meat/poultry and two

sold used goods. Processed foods were less

commonly sold with only market selling

such items. Live animals were sold at none

of the markets.

All of the markets sell some degree of local

products compared to imported products.

Two of the seven informal markets sell

between 81% and 100% local goods, two

markets sell between 61% and 80% local

and one market sells between 41% and

60% local goods.  The remaining two

market sells between 21% and 40% local

goods. Fresh produce, fish, and prepared

foods were the most common locally

produced goods sold followed by consumer

goods. 
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Vendors were asked where they purchased

their products and they indicated from a

variety of places including directly from the

producer (79%), from a neighbouring

village (67%), from other markets (67%),

and from a reseller (21%). When asked

where most of their products come from,

vendors indicated from the surrounding

villages (67%) and from the city (33%).

Four of out of the seven informal markets

sell fresh fruit and the most common types

of fruit in the informal markets at the time

of the survey included bananas, oranges,

and watermelon.  Prices at the markets for

fruit was relatively consistent with little

variation.For example, the price of oranges

was 400 CFA per kilogram at all markets

selling oranges. All of the fruit sold were

considered to be of good quality, meaning

the fruit was in peak condition and was

firm, fresh and clean.Much of the fruit was

imported from Burkina Faso and Côte

D’Ivoire, although there appeared to be

produce from local farms as well. 

Five of the seven informal markets sell

fresh vegetables and the most common

types at the time of the survey included

onions, tomatoes, cabbages, and greens.

There seemed to be more variability in

price for vegetables at the market. For

example, the cost of tomatoes varied from

300 CFA per kilogram to 900 CFA per

kilogram. All of the vegetables sold were

considered to be of good quality. Unlike

fruit, vegetables were much more likely to 
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be locally produced with some vegetables

being imported from Burkina Faso.

Customers were asked what products they

normally buy in the market and they said

produce (67%), consumer products (38%),

used products (17%), artisan products

(17%), processed foods (13%), prepared

food (8%), fish (3%), and poultry and meat

(8%). None of the customers we spoke to

told us they purchased live animals or

antiques.

Market Management

The informal markets do not have a formal

(or informal) management structure.This

means there is no committee that oversees

the operations of the market, there is no

market manager, and these markets do not

fall under the municipal plans. In addition,

there are no maintenance plans and no 
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Graph 18 : Goods typically purchased by percentage of
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operational plans for vendors to follow.

Finally, there are no staff of any kind at the

markets. Instead, each individual vendor is

responsible for their own space. 

Market Customers

Customers were asked how often they

visited the market and 55% visit many

times a week, 33% visit every day, 8% said

they visit many times a month, and 4% visit

once a week. Customers were asked why

they visited the market where we

interviewed them. Customers at the

informal markets told us they visit that

market because: vendors sell the products

they were looking for (100%), products are

good quality (67%), the security of the

market (50%), they can find local products

(50%), they have a good relationship with

the vendors (21%), they can find their

friends in the market (17%), the diversity of

products (13%), and the market’s proximity

to home (13%). No customers indicated

they shop at the informal market because

the prices are good (0%), the market is

hygienic (0%).
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Graph 19 : Reasons for visiting the market by percentage of
customers 

Market vendors were asked if had clients

who consistently visited their stalls and

33% of the vendors in the informal markets

indicated they did with the remaining 67%

indicating they did not. When asked who

was a typical client, vendors indicated

people who pass by the stall (100%) and

regular customers (38%). No informal

market vendor indicated that tourists (0%)

were a typical client.

Vendor Finances

When asked if they paid for their stall, 96%

said they either did not or that this was not

applicable to them. The cost of the stalls

for the 4% that indicated they did pay was

20,000 CFA and this would have been paid

to the municipality.



Vendors were asked where they got the

initial capital to start their business. All

vendors (100%) indicated they started their

businesses using their own savings and

some also received funds from family

members (29%).Unsurprisingly, due to the

informality of their business, no vendors

indicated they received funds from a formal

lender (0%), from an informal lender (0%)

or from an NGO or charity (0%).

There was a wide range of amounts that

vendors in informal markets spend (on

average) on their stock daily with a low of

2000 CFA to a high of 120,000 CFA. When

asked the estimated average sales per day

the vendors indicated less than 5000 CFA

(67%), between 5000-10,000 CFA (25%), and

more than 50,000 CFA (8%). 

When asked about the sources of income in

their household, the vendors indicated

from informal markets (60%) and from

street markets (40%). For 92% of the

vendors, selling in the informal markets

was their household’s primary source of

income and for 8% selling on the street was

the primary source of income for their

household.

Vendors were also asked if their income

covered their daily needs and 63% of the

vendors indicated that their income was

insufficient to meet their daily needs.

Vendors indicated that their income helped

them pay for things such as food (38%), 
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healthcare (25%), transportation (25%),

rent (21%), clothing (21%), and education

(10%).

Vendor Services

There are no services for the vendors at the

informal markets. Three markets had

services available in the area surrounding

the market for vendors, including places for

prayer such as mosques and healthcare

services such as hospitals. However, none

of these services are specific to the vendors

and reflect the fact that the markets are

located within neighbourhoods.

Vendors were asked how much they

enjoyed their work and 75% indicated they

were neither happy nor unhappy with the

work, 17% indicated they are happy and 4%

said they were very happy with their work. 

 Only 4% indicated they were unhappy with

their work.



Desired Market Improvements

Vendors were asked if there were any

improvements they want that would better

support their work.Vendors indicated

improvements such as better garbage

collection (88%), a cleaner environment

(88%), longer opening hours (13%), and

better (or more) lights (4%). No vendor

indicated improved stalls (0%), more toilets

(0%), or different opening hours (0%) as

needed improvements.When asked if there

were any improvements to their stall that

would help them sell better, vendors made

two suggestions: better trash collection

(100%), and moving their goods off the

floor (4%).
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healthcare (25%), transportation (25%),

rent (21%), clothing (21%), and education

(10%).

Customers were asked if there was

anything that would encourage them to

visit the market more often. Customers

gave ideas such as selling more products

that they like (100%), affordable prices

(92%), and improving the market

cleanliness (17%. No customers indicated

that making the market safe (0%), free

access to toilets (0%) or a wider range of

products (0%) would encourage them to

visit more often. 
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Graph 20:  Desired improvement by percentage of vendors
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Discussion

3 9

There are many policies at the national and

local level that have an impact on local public

markets. Policies that address the food supply,

agriculture, food security, access to work and

entrepreneurship, hygiene, and territorial and

local planning were all identified as making

reference to markets or having an impact on the

market environment. However, in each case,

there is often a lack of understanding of the full

impact that local public markets, especially in

an urban context, can contribute to achieving

the goals of the policy. In addition, lack of 

implementation has resulted in the policies

not realizing their overall objectives. Even the

Code of Public Hygiene under the Ministry of

Health, which has the most explicit policies

related to selling of foodstuffs, has been

hindered by the lack of means (human,

material and financial) to be fully

implemented.In order to be effective, policies

need to be appropriately implemented and

enforced.

Ideally, national-level policy on local markets

would provide direction to the local level and

outline the minimum level of standards and

policies cities should attain. National

governments can provide direction as to 
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where markets should be located, how

markets can be designed, what safety

standards to adhere to, and overall

management of the markets. In addition,

national level policy can support local

public markets through funding

mechanisms. For Niger, the national level

government should consider the ways in

which their existing policies can strengthen

the role markets play in the food system, in

food security, and in the local economy.

Recommendation 1: Either strengthen

existing national policies to recognize the

vital role markets play in society or create

a new national level policy that provides

direction to local municipalities on what

should be included in market plans.

The national government has given a clear

mandate to the local municipalities to

create, operate and manage local public

markets. However, in the case of Niamey,

this authority has not resulted in the

creation of local policy to support the

development and management of the

markets.The Urban Reference Plan of

Niamey (PUR) set the overall spatial

development strategy for Niamey and

outlined plans to rehabilitate the informal

markets and construct new markets in

certain areas of the city.However, this work

was not completed and ultimately the PUR

was not approved. Niamey Nyala, the most

recent planning document, puts little

emphasis on the issue of markets and only

outlines plans to rehabilitate the area 
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around the Grand Marché. In order for

markets to function at their best, they need

clear policy guidance. In addition, with

there being no mention of markets, beyond

the Grand Marché, future markets in

Niamey’s expanding suburbs are not being

considered.

In the case of the informal markets,

although they are not illegal in Niger, in

practice they are largely ignored with no

sufficiently standard policy to govern them.

However, as will be seen in the “Access”

section of this paper, the informal markets

provide an important service in the city and

provide access in some communities that

are currently under-served from a market

perspective. In addition, these informal

markets are an important source of income

for vendors.Selling in the informal market

was the primary source of household

income for 92% of the vendors selling in the

informal markets. This necessary income

needs to be both respected and protected.

The right to work, whether formally or

informally, can be protected through

policy.

With no local planning documents that

outline where new markets are to be

located, and no city documents that

acknowledge the important role markets

play in food security and the local

economy, markets, both formal and

informal, are under threat. Even as this

study was being completed, one informal

market disappeared between the time we 



conducted the mapping and the time we

conducted the quality assessment. The

informal markets are particularly

vulnerable. 

Recommendation 2: The city governments

should use local planning mechanisms

such as land-use development documents

or strategies such as Master Plans, site

plans, and zoning by-laws to strengthen

the role of markets in the city, outline

where they should be located, and provide

direction about how markets should be

managed. In addition, local governments

should consider developing guidelines that

are referred to in policy to identify best

practices. Finally, policy should ensure the

informal markets receive similar

protections as formal markets. 

Access

Market location is important because it

determines how accessible markets are to

where people live and work. For the

purposes of our study, we created several

maps to illustrate the location of the

various forms of markets as well as the 800

metre walking radius around the market.

An 800 metre walking radius would be the

equivalent of a 10 minute walk (not taking

into account barriers or challenges in the

walking environment) as this is typically

considered a reasonable walking distance

for people to be able to access amenities. 

 Niamey only has 10 formal markets for the

entire city and, as the maps illustrate, these

f
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ormal markets do not provide walkable

coverage to the entire city.Niamey has

chosen to concentrate their markets into

several locations and as a result, the formal

markets themselves are quite large with the

smallest market having 465 vendors and

the largest having 5670 vendors. This

means that a good portion of the city

residents would need to travel long

distances in order to access a formal

market. This creates a spatial inequity in

the city.

Even when we add the seven informal

markets to the picture, although the

situation improves slightly, there are still

large sections of the city without walkable

access to a local market. Many of the

informal markets are located adjacent to

formal markets, which suggests they are

taking advantage of the large numbers of

people that would need to travel to the

existing formal markets. In a few cases

these informal markets contribute to

improved walkability.However, in many

cases they are located in places with

already good access.

One of the major benefits of having

walkable access to local public markets is

that it reduces the need for the population

to travel long distances in order to access

food. Food is an essential service and

people typically need to visit markets

several times a week in order to buy food

for their families.  Although the results of

our study showed that the majority of 



customers arrive at the market using active

travel (56% walking and 5% bicycling),

there is still a large percentage of the

population that must travel via moto or

taxi. The travel situation is considerably

worse when looking at how the vendors

travel to the market, in particular when

they are not transporting goods. The

majority of vendors are using some form of

motorized transport to arrive at the market. 

By concentrating the markets in the city

within a small number of formal facilities,

the city is increasing the travel demand by

residents and making it less likely that

people will be able to walk or cycle. The

motos, taxis, and private vehicles used to

transport vendors and customers to the

markets would take a fair amount of space

dropping people off and waiting to pick

people up.  Such high concentration of

motorized transport also increases the

demand for parking, which is a challenge to

provide in a city context and is typically a

poor use of much needed urban space. By

addressing the spatial inequality that exists

and ensuring all neighbourhoods (and all

future neighbourhoods) have walkable

access to a local market, the city can

address several important issues

simultaneously: ensuring access to fresh

food; transportation demand management;

and land use management.

Recommendation 3:  Address the spatial

inequality that exists in terms of where

markets are located and ensure that each

neighbourhood has a local public market.
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Although many customers (and some

vendors) do access the markets by either

walking and cycling, the infrastructure for

walking and cycling to the markets is poor.

There are currently no paved cycle ways to

the markets, which means that cyclists

would need to travel on the road in mixed

traffic. In the case of the informal markets,

the access roads are not sufficiently paved,

which would pose extra challenges for

cyclists. There are no bicycle racks for

bicycle storage at any of the markets, so for

those vendors and customers who do travel

by bicycle there is no place for them to

store their bicycle safely while they are in

the market. Although many of the markets

have paved sidewalks, in many cases the

sidewalks are not sufficient for the volume

of people trying to use them and in many

cases those sidewalks are in only moderate

or poor condition. Although all of the

formal markets have bus stops, the

frequency with which the buses arrive

would make it challenging for people to use

the bus in order to access the market. The

informal markets are less connected to the

transit network with only two out of the

seven markets having a bus stop nearby.

Given the high numbers of customers who

access the market by walking or cycling, it

would be advantageous for the city to

invest in improving the pedestrian and

cycling environments around the markets

and ensuring the markets are well

connected to nearby neighbourhoods

through walking, cycling, and transit.



Recommendation 4: Improve the walking

and cycling infrastructure and facilities

around the markets and ensure that

neighbourhoods are well connected via

walking, cycling, and transit.

An additional area where there is

opportunity to improve the transportation

to and around the markets is in the delivery

of goods. Currently, the vast majority of

vendors are transporting goods under 10

km, which is well within biking distance.

Currently delivery vehicles have to wait in

the surrounding streets and disrupt the

flow of traffic for all of the formal markets.

However, if an active transportation plan

for the markets was developed, and active

modes of delivery were considered and

encouraged, this disruption would lessen

and the city would be well position to

reduce motorized traffic demand in the

city.

Recommendation 5:  Develop an active

transportation plan for the markets.

One final issue that emerged from the study

that impacts how accessible the markets

are is related to the facilities available for

people living with disabilities. The

surveyors assessed the markets overall has

having poor facilities for people living with

disabilities and only at one formal market

would people living with disabilities have

easy access. Although in many cases the

surrounding pedestrian network for the

formal markets would be sufficient in terms 
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of width for people using mobility devices,

such as wheelchairs, this was not the case

for the informal markets. In addition, once

inside it would be challenging or

impossible for someone living with a

disability to navigate the market itself

without help. This is an important equity

issue that needs to be addressed.

Recommendation 6: Ensure that markets

are accessible to people living with

disabilities within the market and ensure

the pedestrian network leading to the

markets can accommodate people with a

range of mobility challenges.

Management

There is an important difference between

formal and informal markets when it comes

to the overall management of the markets:

formal markets have a management

structure that includes a market manager,

plans, and operational requirements.

Informal markets do not have such

structures.However, capacity is still a

concern at several of the formal markets

with market managers indicating that

existing committees do not have the

capacity to implement their operational

and maintenance plans. Further

investigation is needed to determine if the

lack of capacity is the result of a lack of

skills or a lack of resources. But this clearly

demonstrates the need to better support

both market managers and market

committees to implement their operational 



and maintenance plans. And, given that

there is no management structure at the

informal markets, better support needs to

be given to the vendors of those markets to

ensure smooth operations and appropriate

maintenance.

Interestingly, at all but one formal market it

is the market management committees

who are responsible for maintaining the

individual stalls.Further support can be

provided to these management committees

to help vendors create welcoming, inviting

stalls.This support should be offered

directly to the vendors in the informal

markets. There were few vendor services at

the formal markets for vendors and none at

the informal markets. There may be an

opportunity to expand the range of services

offered within the market to further

support vendors. Day care is one such

example. Many vendors needed to bring

children to the market and having a place

for these children may further support

vendors.

In the formal markets, vendors are required

to pay a fee for the stall and in most cases

the fees are set by the management

committee of the market. The most

common amounts were 20,000 CFA and

30,000 CFA.Although fees are important

within a market as they typically are used

to pay for overall operation of the market,

such fees may prove to be a barrier for

entry for many informal vendors. It is clear

from the interviews with both the formal 
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and informal market vendors that the main

source of start-up capital for their

businesses is their own savings and support

from family members.Very few formal

vendors and no informal vendors indicated

they received start-up support for a formal

or informal lender. Any attempts to

formalize the informal markets needs to

take into account that the informal vendors

may not have the capital, at least initially,

to pay for a stall.

Finally, capacity was also an issue

identified at the municipal and national

levels. Although most of the formal markets

are part of a larger municipal plan, there

was doubt as to whether the city officials

had the resources or capacity to implement

the plan.  Again, further investigation is

needed but when considering the

improvements that need to be made to the

market system, the capacity needs of

municipal and national officials should also

be considered.

Recommendation 7: Identify and

implement a capacity building program

for market managers, market committees,

vendors, and officials.

Products 

All of the formal and informal markets sell a

wide variety of goods and it is clear that

they offer the products people need for

their day-to-day lives.Customers

themselves indicated that they purchased a 



wide variety of goods at the market, with

the most common products being fresh

fruit and vegetables followed by fish,

poultry and meat.Interestingly, considering

Niger’s 3N Initiative, much of the fruit and

some of the vegetables sold in the formal

markets are coming from neighbouring

countries. There are more local goods sold

at the informal markets, and this could be

reflected in overall price, as the costs of

some vegetables was considerably lower in

the informal markets than in the formal

markets.In many countries it is the locally

produced goods that provide a price

advantage to vendors and ultimately

customers.Although further investigation

would be needed to determine if this is also

the case in Niger, our initial results suggest

that might also be the case. Customers

indicated that affordability was a key issue

for them and so this is an area worth

further exploring.

Recommendation 8: Strengthen the 3N

Initiative and better link the local markets

to nearby farmers/producers. 

Recommendation 9: Consider

investigating urban agriculture

opportunities and determine if there are

ways to connect the markets to these

urban farms.

Quality Improvements

Both the formal and informal markets

scored well on comfort issues such as 
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smells and noise. However, the most

prevalent issue identified for both types of

markets was garbage collection. Lack of

bins, as well as dumping garbage around

existing bins and around the market were

all noted by surveyors. Garbage collection

and a cleaner environment were the two

improvements identified by the greatest

number of vendors.

Overall safety at both the formal and the

informal markets was assessed to be good

with people generally feeling safe and

comfortable in the markets. However, the

overall safety of the markets could be

improved, especially in the evenings, with

improved lighting both inside and outside

the markets. However, a major safety issue

that needs to be addressed is fire safety.

Three of the 10 markets have no fire

emergency facilities and none of the

informal markets have sufficient

fire/emergency exits in the market in

accordance with local building codes. Of

those 7 formal markets that do have fire

emergency facilities only one market has a

well maintained and well distributed

emergency plan. Eight of the 10 formal

markets do not have sufficient fire

extinguishers and none of the informal

markets have sufficient fire

extinguishers.Recent fires in neighbouring

countries that have destroyed markets,

illustrate the need for improved fire safety

standards.

Although markets are important public

spaces in the community, the markets in



 Niger are not designed to allow for

customers and vendors to engage in public

activities. The markets seem to be solely

places for the buying and selling of goods.

For example, there none of the markets

have seating facilities where shoppers can

sit, rest, and wait. Most of the formal

markets have toilets but only one of the

informal markets had a toilet. In all cases

people need to pay a fee in order to use the

toilet. None of the informal markets had

signage and, although the majority of the

formal markets did have signage, most of

that signage is in poor condition.

Lastly, markets have both female and male

children and youth present during at least

part of the day. While the youth often work

in the markets, the children were either

passing through on their way from school

or waiting for their parents to close the

stalls before going home. It is also common

for vendors to bring along to the stalls

children who are not yet in school.

However, there is little or nothing for these

children to do. Managements of the

markets should explore creating play

grounds for children’s recreation to

improve the markets as an important

community public space.

Recommendation 10: Develop a quality

improvement plan for each market that

helps the market become a public space in

the community. Address issues such as

garbage and hygiene, drainage, comfort,

and safety. Also consider adding children’s 
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play spaces, which will benefit both

children within the market as well as the

surrounding community.



Local markets serve the Niamey community

in numerous ways, providing both an

economic and social good. Markets are a

place where people can earn a living, where

people have access to fresh local food, are

places that act as a social space in

neighbourhoods for locals to meet and

interact with one another, and markets

provide linkages between rural and urban

communities. In addition, local markets

can be used to provide outreach and

education through programing, further

strengthening the possibility for health

promotion initiatives. 

Recognition of local markets’ value in

Niamey is especially important as Niger

struggles with the changes in people’s diet 
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Conclusion and the pressures from both urbanization

and globalization. At this time Niamey has

few markets (formal and informal). While

Niamey expands with the creation of new

neighbourhoods on the periphery of the

city, there has been little attention paid to

ensuring these new neighbourhoods have

markets and seemingly no consideration to

how people will access the goods they need

for day-to-day living. As a result, the

residents of the new neighbourhoods

largely obtain their supplies from informal 

or spontaneous markets (street markets)

and from neighbourhood shopkeepers. It is

important to reinforce the importance of

investing in and strengthening already

existing public market infrastructure in

order for markets to continue to serve local

residents.



Recommendation 1: Either strengthen

existing national policies to recognize the

vital role markets play in society or create a

new national level policy that provides

direction to local municipalities on what

should be included in market plans.

Recommendation 3: Address the spatial

inequality that exists in terms of where

markets are located and ensure that each

neighbourhood has a local public market.

Recommendation 2: The city governments

should use local planning mechanisms such

as land-use development documents or

strategies such as Master Plans, site plans,

and zoning by-laws to strengthen the role

of markets in the city, outline where they

should be located, and provide direction

about how markets should be managed. In

addition, local governments should

consider developing guidelines that are

referred to in policy to identify best

practices. Finally, policy should ensure the

informal markets receive similar

protections as formal markets. 

Recommendation 4: Improve the walking

and cycling infrastructure and facilities

around the markets and ensure that

neighbourhoods are well connected via

walking, cycling, and transit.
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Recommendation 5:  Develop an active

transportation plan for the markets.

Recommendation 6: Ensure that markets

are accessible to people living with

disabilities within the market and ensure

the pedestrian network leading to the

markets can accommodate people with a

range of mobility challenges.

Recommendation 7: Identify and

implement a capacity building program for

market managers, market committees,

vendors, and officials.

Recommendation 8: Strengthen the 3N

Initiative and better link the local markets

to nearby farmers/producers. 

Recommendation 9: Consider investigating

urban agriculture opportunities and

determine if there are ways to connect the

markets to these urban farms.

Recommendation 10: Develop a quality

improvement plan for each market that

helps the market become a public space in

the community. Address issues such as

garbage and hygiene, drainage, comfort,

and safety. Also consider adding children’s

play spaces, which will benefit both

children within the market as well as the

surrounding community.

Recommendations


